Gambling Problems in Patients with Psychotic Disorders in Rural Greece
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Gambling problems were defined by authors as: “when patients are repeatedly engaged in gambling and spend disproportionately large amounts, according to their income.” This does not appear to represent “problem gambling” or “pathological gambling” and several factors determining the core features of “problem gambling” are not considered by authors like relationship disruption, emotional distress, decrements to health, cultural harms, reduced productivity, and criminal activity. However, in light of this discussion gambling as an associated phenomenon appears relevant as per the title of the paper.

Though this study is retrospective, the prevalence of gamblers with schizophrenia (5%) is in keeping with the literature except those with lifetime history of gambling (7.6%). Author has not taken into account other factors that can influence such high numbers. For example, the information is collected from caregivers in the absence of validated questionnaire; therefore, inferring the prevalence of problem gambler in schizophrenia appears as an impetus in the community sample. Five out of six patients received disability pension; whether disability pension was used for gambling is an interesting question that remains unanswered in the discussion.

One of the factors that can influence these numbers include emerging evidence of reward-driven behaviors in schizophrenia that authors should have differentiated from problem gambling, the mention of which appears missing in the article due to the absence of the use of validated questionnaire for gambling. In patients with schizophrenia, reward-driven behaviors, such as an effort to connect with the society and a need for productive activity, could have been misinterpreted in the context of schizophrenia. Due to prefrontal hypodopaminergic state, indulgence into a reward seeking behavior could be mislabeled as “problem gambling” in the modern era where increased tendency to earn through online–offline lottery, sports betting, and card playing may not meet gambling definition per se.

Another factor includes use of antipsychotics, predominantly aripiprazole and flupenthixol, having causal relationship with gambling-associated behaviors in schizophrenia. The authors have not specified the onset of gambling before, during, or after initiating treatment with antipsychotics keeping in mind the possibility of antipsychotic-induced gambling. Evidence also favors direct exacerbation of psychosis by gambling and a greater involvement in gambling due to the symptoms of schizophrenia. Perhaps one way of looking at gambling behaviors in schizophrenia could be a secondary phenomenon of spontaneous effort to overcorrect motivation deficit secondary to illness itself or antipsychotics-induced reward behaviors. Considering these factors could have differentiated them from problem gamblers and could have given more reliable numbers.
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